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44 Buderim Avenue, Alexandra Headland, Qld 4572

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 321 m2 Type: House

Ross Cattle
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Katie Davies

0754782477
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Auction

Discover an oasis of sophisticated coastal luxury, masterfully designed to offer an unparalleled lifestyle experience. A rare

gem nestled within the coveted Golden Triangle of Alexandra Headland, this exquisite home is the epitome of

award-winning architectural brilliance, where stunning coastal ocean views create a backdrop to a life of luxury.Elegantly

poised to capture the essence of its idyllic setting, this magnificent residence is drenched in natural sunlight, with

expansive interiors that seamlessly spill onto tranquil alfresco entertaining decks. The resort-style gardens and sparkling

swimming pool provide a sanctuary of relaxation, complementing the home's impeccable contemporary finishes.Offering

versatility with up to five bedrooms, including a master bedroom adorned with a walk-in wardrobe and a divine ensuite,

the property promises ample space for living and entertaining across three lavish levels. The main living area, a true

statement of grand design, boasts classic timber floors and soaring ceilings that accentuate the sense of space and

luxury.A designer kitchen, equipped with the finest chef appliances, sits at the heart of the home, providing the perfect

stage for culinary exploration. Meanwhile, the masterful blend of indoor and outdoor spaces invites the sea breeze to

dance through the elegant living zones, with North- East-facing balconies framing the mesmerising views.The lower-level

studio with ensuite offers an ideal retreat for guests, while the intelligent floorplan ensures privacy and intimacy

throughout this architectural masterpiece. With a seamless indoor/outdoor flow the residence encapsulates the ultimate

in beachside luxury. For the discerning buyer seeking a lifestyle without parallel, this is a rare opportunity to secure a

piece of coastal extravagance, where every detail has been curated for an extraordinary living experience.


